Dear MEYRA Team,
It’s been five months, that I can call myself an owner of the iChair mc mid. The picture below, I took
has been taken just after receiving my new power wheelchair.
Since then I tested my “Baby”, how I use to call my iChair, in various situations. I get along perfectly
with this new power wheelchair in any situation. It is super maneuverable and compact, which is a
great advantage for indoor use, at friend’s places, shopping centers, even in narrow disabled toilets.

Even after a long and hard, stressful ten hour day I still can sit properly without any pain in the back.
The powered tilit-in-space and backrest help me a lot changing my seat position independently.
At the same time, the iChair mc mid is also a suitable chair for outdoor use. Due to the good
suspension you don’t feel any response from the ground - it perfectly absorbs the terrain. Even in
trams I get in and out without any outside help, even if the barrier is higher than 4 inches.

The seat elevation offers me a lot of independence. From now on high shelves in shopping centers
are no longer an issue. When it comes to huge crowds, for example on the Christmas Market, I prefer
driving in the lifted position, as people can recognize me much easier. Another great aspect is, that
you can still drive the chair at 2.5 miles per hour, in the lifted position. Thus I can take a walk with my
husband on an eye to eye level. The lift is helpful for receptions, which mostly tend to have a high sell

over the counter, such as the ice cream parlor, the doctors or basically when I reach for reading the
menu in a restaurant.

Hence the iChair has a super low seat to floor height, one can drive perfectly underneath tables,
which is always a bit tricky, sometimes not manageable at all with other powered wheelchairs.
Also the compact center mount foot plate became a must have for me. It underlines the good
maneuverability and you can easily steer around obstacles.
The blue enlightening on the side guards is the absolute eye catcher. I like to turn the light on when
the twilight comes up or in the darkness of the night, thus I can be seen without turning on the
headlights, when I drive along the pavement.
I received many positive feedback on my super elegant and compact wheelchair, some like: “Look at
this wheelchair, it looks great” or “that’s what I call superior technique” as I lifted myself up with the
seat elevation in front of a restaurant. And I stated that the blue light impresses many people.
Several people stopped by for this outstanding, elegant wheelchair. That surprised me in a positive
way and shows that the people take a closer look at the “body of the wheelchair”, and not only the
user pays attention to it.
In my point of view I am regarded much more as an equal human, according to the attention I earn in
the upside position and my new won ability to participate in the everyday life, because I can move
around barriers more easier than ever.
In the winter I had a lot of pleasure on the Christmas markets and in general it’s so satisfying to be at
the same eye level as my friends, especially my husband.

My other extraordinary experience happened at an event when the spectators in front of me got up
the whole time for standing ovations. I just lifted myself with the seat elevation and nobody was
blocking my sight.
Now I’m looking forward to spring and summer-time in order to experience many more adventures
To sum up: The iChair is a genius power wheelchair for in- and outdoor and I am completely satisfied
with my “new baby”. This wheelchair really did enrich my life!

